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INTERNATIONAL AEROBATIC CLUB 

2017 JUDGES REVALIDATION AND CURRENCY EXAM 

 

1. At a contest where the single runway is 14-32, the AWOS is reporting the wind as 300 at 19kts with 

occasional gusts to 28kts.  The Official IAC Contest Rules provides for the Contest Director and Chief 

Judge to make which of the decisions below? 

Hint: see 4.19.  Is occasional part of total? 

A. Fly the next category since the crosswind component of the wind on the runway does not 

exceed 20kts. 

B. Poll all of the competitors in the next category to fly.  If the competitors agree, fly the category. 

C. Suspend contest flying due to winds exceeding the rule book limits. 

D. Suspend the Primary and Sportsman categories and fly Intermediate, Advanced, and Unlimited. 

 

2. A competitor is to fly the figure shown below: 

 

 

As a Grading Judge you observe the competitor complete the turn to the exit heading with 100 

degrees of roll left to reach the wings level attitude.  Based on this description, the highest score 

that you calculate is earned by this competitor is which of the choices below? 

Hint: 100 degrees? 

 

A. 0.5 

B. 1.0 

C. 0.0 

D. HZ 

 

 

3. You are waiting for your competition flight.  The Starter comes running up and tells you, “go ahead 

and start.  Oh, and the Chief Judge just changed the official wind from the left to the right.”  You 

should inform the Starter that per the IAC Official Contest Rulebook you will do which of the 

following actions? 

Hint:  See 4.10 

A. Start your engine and taxi out for your flight.  Replan your flight as you taxi. 

B. Delay 5 minutes to change sequence cards and walk through your flight again. 

C. Delay 10 minutes to change sequence cards and walk through your flight again. 

D. Delay 15 minutes to change sequence cards and walk through your flight again. 
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4. The Chief Judge announces that “The next competitor will be re-flying their Free Program and 

scoring will start with figure 6.”   You had previously scored figure 5 as an 8.5, but you now observe 

the competitor exit figure 5 in the wrong direction, turn and roll to correct their attitude and 

heading, and start figure 6 in the correct direction and attitude.   You take which action below? 

Hint: 4.20 

A. Change your score for figure 5 to an HZ 

B. Change your score for figure 5 to a 0.0 

C. Ignore the competitor’s execution of the figure and start scoring figure 6.  The Chief Judge 

will award an Interruption Penalty. 

D. Ignore everything the competitor does before figure 6.  No new scores or penalties are 

applied. 

 

5. A glider competitor brings you an Intermediate Free Program to check.  You observe that the 

program has 17 figures totaling 140K, that includes 2 turns, one loop, 6 rolls, a hammerhead, and an 

upright spin.  You 

A. Sign the flight program   

B. Tell the competitor that they must apply the floating point rule and then you can approve. 

C. Tell the competitor that the flight program may only have 9 figures. 

D. Tell the competitor that the flight program must have 15 figures. 

 

 

6. You are on the Judges Line looking at the next Power Intermediate competitor’s Free Program and 

you notice that on the Form C for the flight, figure 7 appears as shown at the left below, but on the 

Form A figure 7 is drawn differently, shown at the right below. You take which action below? 

Hint: Should the Contest Jury review this Free Program?  See 6.15 

 

 

 

 

A. Grade the competitor’s execution of figure 7 according to the Form C and after the flight inform 

the Chief Judge that the Free Program is illegally constructed.  

B. Tell the Recorder to mark figure 7 as an HZ. 

C. Grade the competitor’s execution of figure 7 according to the Form C and ignore the Form A.  

The Form C is “the definitive criterion.” 

D. Raise your hand, tell the Chief Judge that the Free Program is illegal and that he/she should 

recall the competitor. 
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7. A competitor is flying the figure shown below.  On the down line snap roll is over-rotated 90 

degrees, but the competitor corrects to exit the figure on the correct, Y, box axis.  As a Grading 

Judge you award which of the scores below? 

Hint: 90 degrees? 

 

A. 0.0 

B. HZ 

 

8. You observe a competitor fly the figure shown below.  The competitor pulls to the vertical, pulls 

down to an almost vertical down line (10 degrees short of vertical down), and rolls at least 10 

degrees off heading.  The competitor does a ½ roll, draws a line, and exits upright in the correct 

direction. 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, from the description above, the highest score that you will award this 

competitor is which of the choices below? 

Hint: Add up all of the defects. 

A. 2.0 

B. 1.0 

C. 0.0 

D. HZ 

 

 

9. After the scores for a flight are posted and the raw score sheets are made available to competitors, 

a competitor comes up to you holding a Form A with the scores you awarded for their flight and 

points to a figure score.  The score box shows “0” and the Remarks box is empty.  The competitor 

represents that “0” is not a valid score and wants a minority HZ which will improve their figure 

average score.   Your recollection of the figure suggests that the appropriate score would have been 

an HZ.   The appropriate action is which of the choices below? 

Hint: Can scores be changed outside a Judges Conference? 

A. Go to the Scorer and tell them that the score should be changed to HZ. 

B. Explain to the competitor that the score was “0.0” which became final when the Chief Judge 

sent the scores to the Contest Scoring Director.   A protest of the score can be filed for the 

Contest Jury to review.    

C. Find the Chief Judge and ask that the score be changed to HZ 

D. Find the Contest Director and ask that the score be changed to HZ. 
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10. A competitor flys the figure shown below.   By the time the competitor reaches the final corner to 

exit the figure you have counted 10 points of score deductions.   Then the competitor pulls instead 

of pushes to exit the figure in the wrong attitude.   The appropriate score is which of the choices 

below. 

Hint: The rule for HZ’s vs 0.0’s changed in 2016 then changed back in 2017 

A. 0.0 

B. HZ 

 

 

 

11. A competitor is to fly the figure shown below. 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe the competitor pull to the 45 up attitude, execute the roll, now 

climbing at an attitude of 40 degrees, draw the line after the roll slightly shorter than the line before 

the roll, pull to an attitude 15 more degrees towards vertical then push around the half loop, to 

execute the half negative snap roll with equal line lengths before and after, exiting the figure in the 

correct direction.  From the description above, what is the highest score that you will award that 

competitor for the figure? 

A. HZ 

B. 5.0 

C. 0.0 

D. 6.0 

Hint: Count all the defects 

 

 

12. A Glider competitor is to fly the Glider Aresti 2.2.5.1 figure shown below.  As a Grading Judge you 

observe the competitor enter the figure flying a 5° descent and exit flying a 10° descent. 

 

 

You will downgrade the competitor’s figure score: 

A. 0 points 

B. 0.5 points 

C. 1.0 points 

D. 4.0 points 
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13. The power competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 8 figure below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You observe that the competitor begins the figure flying away from the Judges, does the ¼ roll up to 

the right, draws a shorter line after the roll, flys the half loop into the wind to finish/close 100’ 

late/lower, under-rolls the left ¾ roll down by 5 degrees, and pushes to compete the figure flying 

away from the Judges.  From this description the highest score you will award this competitor is 

which of the choices below? 

 

Hint: Directionality within figures? 

 

A. 7.0 

B. 6.0 

C. HZ 

D. 0 

 

14. The competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 6 figure below. 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe that the competitor enters the figure flying away from the Judges, 

executes the 2x8 roll up to the right, sets a 5 degree “cheat”, slides backwards one fuselage length 

still 5 degrees off vertical, and then rotates canopy down, tail towards your left, rolls 5 degrees and 

yaws 5 degrees before stopping vertical down, executes the ¾ negative snap roll with good before 

and after line lengths, to exit the figure upright flying towards the Judges.  From this description, the 

highest score you will award this competitor is: 

 

Hint: Directionality between figures for Family 6? 

 

A. 0.0 

B. 6.0 

C. HZ 

D. 5.0 
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15. The competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 1 figure shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe the competitor enter the figure flying away from the Judges, spin to 

the left, over-rotate the spin 10 degrees, pulls to fly the 45 line upright to your left, draw a long line 

before the ½ roll up and a line after ¼ the length of the line before, pull to vertical down, execute 

the ¼ roll down to the left, and push to exit the figure flying towards the Judges.  From the 

description above, the highest figure score you will award this competitor is which of the choices 

below? 

 

Hint: Cross box figure elements? 

 

A. 5.0 

B. 6.0 

C. 0.0 

D. HZ 

 

16. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 7 figure shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe that the first vertical line of the figure is flown with the aircraft zero 

lift axis appearing 5 degrees “positive”, the corner to the top line is flown to be ½ the radius of the 

first corner, that corner is also oval/pinched, the top line is 4x the length of the first vertical line, the 

2 point roll appears centered on the top line, the corner to the vertical down line is the same radius 

as corner 2, that corner is also oval/pinched, the vertical down line is flown to a longer length than 

the vertical up line, and the final horizontal line is 5 degrees off heading.  From the description 

above the highest score you will award this competitor is which of the choices below? 

 

Hint: Count all of the defects. 

 

A. 0.0 

B. 1.0 

C. 2.0 

D. 5.0 
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17. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 7 figure shown below. 

 

 

 

 

You observe the flight path shown here. 

 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you will award a score downgrade of at least which of the choices below? 

 

Hint: Is the flight path constant radius? 

 

A. No downgrade 

B. 1.0 

C. 2.0 

D. 3.0 

 

18. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 7 figure shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe the flight path 

 

 

 

 

 

You will apply a score downgrade to this figure of at least which of the choices below? 

 

Hint: Are there score deductions for failure to wind correct in 8.3.1? 

 

A. -2 points for the changes in radius and -2 points for the failure to wind correct. 

B. -2 point for the change in radius demonstrated by the position of the roll. 

C. -4 points for the change in radius and -3 points for the wind correction error. 

D. -2 points for the wind correction error. 
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19. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 1 figure shown below. 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, you observe the nose and flight path of the aircraft drop, and the roll rate slow, 

as the aircraft reaches wings level inverted, with the roll rate then speeding up and the competitor 

finishing the figure at least 50’ lower and at least 5 degrees off heading.   From this description, the 

highest score you will award this competitor is which of the choices below? 

 

Hint: Deduct for all of the defects. 

 

A. 9.0 

B. 8.0 

C. 6.5 

D. 5.0 

 

20. Rules change proposals must be submitted to the IAC Rules Committee by 

A. June 1 

B. July 1 

C. August 1 

D. September 1 

 

21. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 7 figure show below. 

 

 

 

 

As a Grading Judge, the flight path that you observe is 

 

 

 

 

Based on this illustration of the flight path, with different sized and offset looping segments and 

different entry and exit altitudes, you will downgrade the competitor’s figure score by at least: 

A. 0.0 points 

B. 2.0 points 

C. 3.0 points 

D. 4.0 points 
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22. In January you, as a Regional Judge, determine that in the previous contest year you have served as 

a Grading Judge for 21 Sportsman flights and 6 Primary flights, and served as an Assistant Judge for 

9 Unlimited flights.  Your last Judges School was 3 calendar years ago.   To volunteer as a current 

Judge in the coming contest year you must: 

A. Attend an Advanced Judges School or a Practical Aerobatic Judging training session; then 

pass the current year’s Judges Revalidation and Currency Exam. 

B. Only pass the current year’s Judges Revalidation and Currency Exam.  Assistant Judging of 

Unlimited is credited towards Judge currency. 

C. Do nothing.   The previous year’s work as a Judge satisfies all requirements. 

D. Pass the Regional Judge Exam for the current year. 

 

23. A competitor is to fly the Aresti Family 2 figure shown below, starting on the X-axis and finishing on 

the Y-axis. 

 

 

 

 

The competitor elects to turn towards the front of the box.  As a Grading Judge, you observe that 

the aircraft stops turning upon reaching the Y-axis, but with 20 degrees of roll left to achieve wings 

level.  The rolling is completed flying straight on the Y-axis.  From this description, the highest score 

that you will award the competitor is: 

A. 10.0 

B. 8.0 

C. 7.0 

D. 6.0 

 

24. The Apple Valley, CA airport has a field elevation of 3062’ and on contest day the OAT reported the 

AWOS is 91° resulting in a density altitude of 6043’.  The IAC rules authorize the Contest Jury to 

meet following the contest briefing and authorize a free break for all competitors based on the 

reported density altitude. 

A. True 

B. False 

 

25. A competitor who has access to a non-aerobatic aircraft may fly home at night during a contest 

without obtaining permission from contest officials. 

A. True 

B. False 


